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The proposed work developed critical strategy to solve basic
problem; the Violation performance of individual services by
constructing attack graphs, and automatic extraction and verification
(analysis) properties of this graph allows to partially solve such
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problems .Furthermore describes the security architecture, processes
and organization structure of security analysis system (SAS), for the
Ministry

of

Regional

Municipalities

and

Water

Resources

(MRMWR) in sultanate of Oman. The proposed architecture is
derived based on the current state assessment of the IT infrastructure,
the future strategic direction and leading practices principles that
consider the development of architecture, models and security
analysis system (SAS), based on the formation of attack graph and
the calculation of a variety of security metrics.
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1. Introduction
The Ministry of Regional Municipalities and Water Resources (MRMWR) wishes to develop an
IT Strategic Plan for the next five (5) years which will help the management align IT objectives
& goals to the Ministry and eOmanobjectives & goals and align with IT leading practices.
Security is a key domain which have to take into account while developing the IT applications,
services, platforms, infrastructure and managementfunctions [1] .The proposed work
design general architecture to improve security analysis based on defense analysis

focus to
at the stage

of designing computer networks. One of the basic requirements to develop procedures of security
analysis sensitivity is to develop network configuration and implemented security policies [2].
Considering, damage of information security in computer networks, It can be caused by many
different factors: the existence of vulnerabilities operating systems (OS) and applications;
incorrect configuration of hardware and software ; errors made when setting access control;
presence of vulnerable or easily attacked services and malicious software,

etc. Using a

combination of existing vulnerabilities and weaknesses in network configuration and the applied
security policy , violators (Both external and internal), depending on their goals, may to
implement a variety of attack strategies. These strategies aimed at various critical network
resources and include multistep chain attack. As part of these chains it can be compromised
different hosts and different implementation on personal security threats[3].

2. Problem Definition
The design and operation of network [4],basically

initiating a big challenge for verifying

whether the planned development mechanisms such as network configuration, security policy
and protection mechanisms are the

correct required level of security. Moreover, in step of

operation computer networks quite often there is a change in its configuration and composition ,
particularly When using software and hardware , so it should be constantly intelligent
mechanism to monitor the network, i.e. analysis of existing vulnerabilities and assess the level of
security .

During the design phase the main source of data for security analysis

process , are the

specifications of the designed network considering the security policy, and the operational phase
– i.e. the actual parameters of the network.Figure 1 describes the main scope of security needs
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Figure 1.Scope of Data Security Needs[5]

The increasing complexity of computer networking and security mechanisms [5], increase the
number of vulnerabilities and potential errors in their use, as well as opportunities for the
implementation of the attacks necessitates, the development of powerful automated tools
(systems) security analysis. These systems are designed to perform tasks for detecting and
correcting errors in a network configuration, the identification of possible attack paths of various
categories of offenders (On the implementation of the various security threats), the definition of
critical network resources and the selection of adequate security threats policy that uses the most
appropriate in the given circumstances defense mechanisms[6][7].

At the design stage the proposed work used a variety of methods of security analysis and
determine the overall level of security, for example, based on quantitative and qualitative basis
risk analysis techniques, including on the basis of a mathematical apparatus ; Probability Theory,
Bayesian networks, possibility theory, fuzzy sets [8,9,10,11], and so on. A promising trend in
the level of assessment security approaches are based on the construction representation possible
actions violators as trees or graphs attacks and subsequent verification of the properties of the
tree (graph) based on the use of various methods, such as methods for verification model
(Checking model), as well as the calculation on the basis of the presentation of various security
metrics.

3. Proposed Solution
Vulnerability analysis can be performed by

passive and active methods for vulnerability

analysis[12]. Passive methods implemented on the basis of the analysis of event logs, settings
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software and hardware and so on. Active methods are reduced to "Testing Network penetration",
which is performed by implementation of various attack. Passive methods do not allow us to
estimate the possible route of penetration of offenders, such methods cannot always be used,
since they lead to a violation performance of individual services or the entire system.
Combination passive method (to obtain relevant data on the current configuration and
implementation

security policy), procedures constructing attack graphs, and automatic

extraction and verification (analysis) properties of this graph allows to partially solve such
problems.

currently there are a lot of research done on the development of methods, techniques and analysis
of security systems ,Proposed in this work , an approach to security analysis in computer
networks is based on a thorough analysis of possible violators of action for the implementation
of the various security threats and violations of construction of graphs of these actions Total
attack graph describes the various embodiments of the intruder attack. It is assumed that such a
graph is based on modeling violator given network configuration and Rules implemented
security policies, as well as the goals, the level of knowledge and skills, as well as the diversity
of the offender location that allows explore how the actions of external and internal intruders.
Thus, this work propose the implementation of a detailed assessment of the security techniques
based on the analysis of attack scenarios and the processes occurring in the test network.
This approach allows security team to assess the level of protection computer networks in an
environment where there is no possibility to obtain information about all aspects of their
operation. Analysis in terms of resistance to hacking attempts can also supplement the results of
the analysis of specific examples of the base security, and allows to focus on the private and the
most important aspects of the individual applications.

The main difference in the approach proposed by other research approaches is in the process of
constructing attack graph (used multi-level, hierarchical view of the attacker's action strategies)
and use of a common attack graph constructed to define a family of different indicators (metrics)
security,Intended for the qualitative analysis of a given network configuration and
implementation current security policy.
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Security analysis system using the proposed approach is designed to function at different stages
of the network lifecycle, including the phases of design and operation (Fig. 2).

Figuer2. General representation of analysis of security systems

4.The architecture of security analysis system
The proposed SAS architecture which projected for action during the design and maintenance
of computer networks, is presented in Fig. 3.

Figure 3.General architecture of SAS
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SAS includes the following elements: a user interface module; a network interface; module of
the internal representation of the models analyzed network and security policies; data control
unit; data store; module updates the database (DB) and knowledge bases(KB); generating unit of
general attack graph; module implementation intruder model; Module security analysis;
reporting module.

During the design phase, SAS operates with a model of analyzed computer network that is
based on predetermined specifications analogous

of analyzed network configuration and

network security policy.

During the operational phase for the construction of the analyzed network model

, used

subsystem of collecting information on the analyzed computer network, consisting of the
following components: The various data sources (host software agents, security units of
information system components containing security settings, proactive security monitoring
components); Assembling information.

Considering the function of the main modules of the proposed SAS, user interface module
allows the user (administrator, designer) to control the operation of all system components, the
input data set, view reports on security analysis, and so on. Network interface provides
interaction with outer SAS

environment: an appeal to external databases vulnerabilities for updates; communication with the
information collection sub-system. The module of the internal representation of the analyzed
network security policy and converts the analyzed data of network and implemented security
policy derived from the collector of information (at the stage of operation of the network), or on
a user-defined language computer network configuration and software specifications and
hardware SDL (System Description Language) language and security policy specification SPL
(Security Policy Language) (in the design phase) into an internal representation.
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Input in SAZS system specifications and security policy , should describe the components of the
protected system (network) with the necessary details ,need be set to software used security (in
the form of software titles and versions).

If required for the analysis of the data protection level is not enough (for example, the user did
not specify the version of the network service), the system should prompt the user to enter the
necessary information on the basis of database software. In order to detect incorrect or
underdetermined data, which are necessary for the analysis of security, is the control module
data. For example, the user may make a mistake in the name of the service or indicate that port
31 is open on the server, but does not determine what application processes incoming requests on
this port. For troubleshoot when entering the specifications of the control module provides the
user the choice of the necessary data, using a database of software titles.The data warehouse
consists of the following groups of data bases and

Knowledge base :
(1) Group of knowledge base of the network implemented in Security Policy;
(2) A group of database operations;
(3) A group of other databases.
Databases and knowledge [13,14] differ in terms conditional on the submission of information to
the prevailing view. In the first case , a factual information, in the second , the information in the
form of rules.
Group of knowledge and database about the network consists of four bases:
(1) knowledge base configuration of the analyzed network ;
(2) The knowledge base of the implemented security policies to the Constitutional Rules;
(3) The knowledge base offending configuration of the analyzed network
(4) The knowledge base offender implemented in Security Policy.
Structural data (base configuration and database about The knowledge base) mutually coincide
and contain information about the architecture and the specific parameters of a computer
network (e.g., the type and version of the OS, the list of open ports and so on. ) and the rules that
describe its operation.
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First knowledge base configuration of analyzed network is actually the internal representation
of the specification of the analyzed network that It is used to form an attack action in the
construction of a general attack graph.

knowledge base offending configuration , is an internal representation of the analyzed network
specification as it is currently the offender, i.e. As a result of the implementation of a sequence
of attack.

knowledge base implemented a security policy contains general rules the functioning of the
network, for example, "local user host

is cannot run the application A “. Based on the

information from the knowledge base offender . The implementation on the network security
policy it is possible to plan a sequence of actions performed by the infringer (for example,
according to the security policy, access to the file is permitted only if local administrators, so
read the file offender must obtain the required rights, to implement certain critical sequence of
actions).

Group databases action consists of the following bases:
(1) database actions and vulnerability exploits;
(2) a database of intelligence activities;
(3) The database user of common action.
DB action, vulnerability exploits (in contrast to other databases this group) is based on the
external vulnerability database. Offensive actions in this database are divided into the following
groups:

(1) The actions to obtain the rights of the local user;
(2) actions to obtain administrator rights;
(3) actions aimed at the violation of privacy;
(4) actions aimed at violation of integrity;
(5) actions aimed at violation of accessibility.
DB intelligence activities includes actions aimed at remote receiving information about a host or
network. Description of intelligence activities is not contained in external databases
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vulnerabilities. Information on methods and means of implementing the infringer intelligence
,Action can be obtained only by an expert.

Base user actions common database contains information on possible user actions carried out in
accordance with his existing authority. Such actions may include, for example, the preparatory
actions for the attack, as well as activities such as "read file", "file copy" "File Delete", "delete
directory" and so on.

Which may be used to implement the threat of a violation of the

confidentiality, integrity and availability of facilities. For each attacking action DB stored
condition of successful implementation of the action (for example, a version of the vulnerable
software security), and the result of its impact on the object of attack (for example, emergency
stop network service).

Group additional database consists of the following bases:
(1) database to security requirements ;
(2) The database by name.

DB to the security demands contains predefined security expert method sets the values of the
metrics, each of which meets the requirements for a certain class of systems of security,
regulated by international standards and other regulatory documents.

Database name is used by the data control to detect errors in the use of computer network
specification

and forming recommended to use software means, in the absence of the specification required
for analysis data protection. The module updates the database and knowledge base downloads
open database vulnerabilities , and transmits them to the base Information attack. The module
generating total attack graph construction produces a graph Attacks by simulating the possible
actions of the offender in the test network, using available information about the actions of
various types (offensive, intelligence, common), and network configuration used security policy.
During the formation of the attack graph , This module puts at the vertices of security metrics
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elementary objects, on the basis of which the general graph analysis module calculates metrics
attacks composite objects.

The module provides an implementation of intruder model definition of the original offender
status, the level of knowledge and skills, primary knowledge of the analyzed network. The level
of knowledge and skills It defines a set of actions used by the infringer. Security analysis unit
generates a plurality of composite general object graph attacks (trails, threats), calculates metrics
security-related data objects, evaluates the overall level of network security, compares the results
with the requirements defined by the user (if requirements have been specified), identifies
weaknesses in the security space, and generates recommendations to improve the overall level of
security computer networks.

Reporting module displays information about the user vulnerabilities found in the software and
hardware security, weaknesses, recommendations for improving the level of computer network
security, and so on.

5.Conclusion
This work demonstrated a concreate approach by Constructing attack graph (used multi-level,
hierarchical view of the attacker's action strategies) and use of a common attack graph
constructed to define a family of different indicators (metrics) security .The proposed approach
involves implementing a set of functions ,such as modeling of malicious actions; construction of
a graph of possible attack, carried out various points of the network and aimed at implementation
of various security threats with regard to the qualifications offender; identifying vulnerabilities
and "bottlenecks" in the defense (the most

Critical components of a computer

network);calculation of the various security metrics and the definition of general security level;
comparison of the metrics with the requirements and development recommendations to enhance
security. Thus, this work propose the implementation of a detailed assessment of the security
techniques based on the analysis of attack scenarios and the processes occurring in the test
network. This approach allows security team to assess the level of protection computer networks
in an environment where there is no possibility to obtain information about all aspects of their
operation. Analysis in terms of resistance to hacking attempts can also supplement the results of
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the analysis of specific examples of the base security, and allows to focus on the private and the
most important aspects of the individual applications.
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